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Company Profile

Some information cannot be compromised. It must be conveyed flawlessly. And
flawless communication requires an unsurpassed level of expertise, experience,
and commitment to excellence. 

RIC International, Inc. was founded in 1991 in Cambridge, Massachusetts by a
group of mutlilingual scientists, engineers, and doctors who were dissatisfied with
the state of translation in their professional fields. We are now the leading provider
of translation and localization services to leading medical, pharmaceutical, engi-
neering, IT, and defense companies.   on a broad range of highly complex transla-
tion projects, including translation and localization of:

• technical manuals
• technical manuals

RIC International specializes in technical translation and interpreting between
English and over 80 European, Asian, African and Middle Eastern languages.

•

For almost 15 years, aerospace engineering, clinical trials, enterprise software,
medical devices, nuclear non-proliferation, and telecommunications, These corpo-
rations include such 
industry leaders as Amgen, AT&T, Boeing, Check Point Software, ExxonMobil,
Forrester Research, Lockheed Martin, Microsoft, Merck, Pfizer, Pratt & Whitney,
Quintiles Transnational, Sandia National Laboratory, and Tetra Tech Foster Wheeler. 

With a worldwide team of over 1,250 individual translators, RIC International can
handle projects large and small, long-term or short. We are capable of rapid
deployment of translation and interpreting teams anywhere in the world, and are
proud of our track record in real time and short turn-around services.

RIC International's linguists deliver services with precision, consistency, and clarity
because we structure our teams around these core values. In addition to their
accredited translation skills and technical expertise, our translators are selected for
their familiarity with the current culture in which we are working. RIC International's
linguists translate information only into their native language, and our teams
include professionals who are based in each country involved in every project. 

Because we pay attention to every detail and can deliver customized reports to
match our clients' document management systems, RIC International has become
a trusted language partnerCproviding key services that develop over the life of a
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Our Services

Translation
RIC International's translators hold advanced degrees and have extensive 
professional experience in their subject of expertise. For example, pharmaceutical
and biotech documentation is localized and edited by translators with M.D. or
Ph.D. degrees in the appropriate medical specialties. All translators are native
speakers of the target language and have up-to-date knowledge of its current
usage in their cultures and subject areas.

Interpreting
RIC International has an unsurpassed network of scientific and technical 
interpreters providing both consecutive and simultaneous interpreting services for
conferences, contract negotiations, and scientific inspections throughout the
world. 

Desktop Publishing
Our graphics team can format your documents in any language, including 
non-Roman character sets such as Chinese, Japanese, Cyrillic, Hebrew, and
Arabic. We work on both PC and Mac platforms, employing state-of-the-art 
technology to ensure that our finished translation not only reads like your original,
but looks like it, too.

Localization
At RIC International, translators, graphic artists, and engineers work together to
deliver effective localization solutions that are culturally appropriate and easily
accessible to the target culture. Your translated website and localized software will
enable you to communicate more directly with your clients worldwide.

Voice-Overs and Subtitles
Our professional voice-over talent is available for both short and long-term 
assignments. Our studio affiliates use the most advanced recording and subtitling
equipment, and have mastered the specific requirements of multilingual 
production.

Transcription
RIC International's bilingual transcription staff provides highly accurate 
transcriptions of all audio and video recordings.

Brand Research
A product name that has strong, positive associations in the U.S. might have 
negative connotations in another culture. It is important to know about the impact
of culture and tradition on your target markets.

Patent and Intellectual Property Services
RIC International's IP translation practice employs linguists with engineering, 
biochemistry, physics, computer science, and legal backgrounds to prepare 
precise translation of patents both for filing and for information. RIC International
also offers a unique "gisting" service that enables patent attorneys to find specific 
information about the content of foreign patents without the expense of paying for
translation of the full document.
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“I have used 
RIC International for
several translations
of toxicological
papers and test
results. The work has
always been very
accurate, timely, and
of high caliber. I
indeed recommend
RIC International for
translation work”.

Technical Manager,
Ajinomoto USA
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Translation Services

Assembling a team of translators, interpreters, and web localizers with the
right educational and professional backgroundCindividuals who can fully
understand the concepts they are translatingCis the most important step in
ensuring that information is translated correctly.

We hold fast to a basic principle: 
If you do not understand it, you cannot translate it. 

With over a decade of experience providing highly technical translation 
services for multinational corporations and government agencies alike, 
RIC International has established a strong team of professionals with the
linguistic credentials, technical expertise, and commitment to communication
with precision, consistency, and clarity.

All members of RIC International's worldwide team of
over 1,250 translators must meet these standards:

They have served as professional translators for a 
minimum of 7 years.

They hold advanced degrees (M.D., Ph.D., etc.) 
and have considerable work experience in the 
subject matter to be translated, so our services 
are always provided by people with a fundamental 
understanding of our clients' information.

They are talented writers, adept at conveying complex ideas 
in a way that can be clearly understood by the target audience.

RIC International also builds, at no additional charge,  a custom glossary and
project database for each client.  This information is used as the basis for all
current and future translation work. RIC International's custom glossaries and
translation memory database ensure consistent use of terminologyCa vital
part of our high-quality, reliable serviceCand they also help us increase 
translation efficiency, thus lowering overall costs.  

“This organization is an absolutely top-
notch group. The team’s can-do attitude,
efficiency, timeliness and quality of 
product are exemplary. I have been 
working with RIC International for several
years, and knowing they are out there
supporting my efforts has made my 
function as the International Protocol
Officer for Russian Programs an easy
sail.”

Project Lead, 
Sandia National Laboratories
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Recent Clients
precision translation services

Ajinomoto
Alcatel
Amgen
Anthem BlueCross BlueShield
Applied Robotics
Archer Daniels Midland
Battelle Corporation
Boeing
CheckPoint Software Technologies
Cirrus Logic
Comcast Corporation
Data Device Corporation
Data Sciences International
Dewey Ballantine LLP
Digimarc
Dober Chemical
EMC2
Emerson Motor Company
ExxonMobil Corporation
Forrester Research
General Electric
GTECH Corporation
Home Diagnostics
Ingrian Networks
International Paper
Inverness Medical Technology
JDS Uniphase
Konica Minolta
Kulicke & Soffa
Lockheed Martin
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Merck & Co
Microsoft
Molex
NAC International
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Pfizer
Pratt & Whitney
Quest Medical
Quintiles Transnational
Riverstone Networks
Rohm & Haas
Samsung
Sandia National Laboratories
Sensitech Inc.
Silicon Optix
Simula Automotive
Sony Precision Technology
Symmons Industries
Tektronix
Tetra Tech Foster Wheeler
Thomson Legal & Regulatory
Toll Brothers
Transora
Tyco Healthcare
Wyeth

Biotechnology

Electronics

Healthcare

Financial Services

Pharmaceutical

Semiconductors

Telecommunications

Engineering

Chemicals

Energy, Oil, and Gas

Government

Legal/IP




